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RReeaaddiinngg  AAssssiiggnnmmeenntt  BBooookkmmaarrkkss  

  

Listed on these bookmarks are the designated chapter groupings and a space allotted for a Target 
Completion Dates.  A suggested format for a group or individual novel study is to assign weekly Target 
Completion Dates for students to finish reading prior to the weekly book discussion session. 

Procedure: 

 Print book marks on cardstock – one per student in novel study group. 

 Trim the edges of bookmark. 

 Give to student with the directions to: 
o Write their name on it. 
o Copy Target Completion Dates in designated space below assigned chapters to be read.  
o Keep the bookmark in the book for reference through the course of novel study.  
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Discussion Questions for Chapters 1 through 4 
 

 

He heard the clatter of hooves on rock. He heard wet, ragged breaths. He glimpsed something, fast as 

quicksilver – curly horns, scaly hide, spiky tail – and then it was gone again (3). 

1. Where is Felix? 

2. What is happening to him? 

3. Why is he dressed in his pajamas? 

4. Where are his shoes? Slippers? 

5. Do you find this situation to be strange? 

6. Is the frightening creature described above real or imagined? 

 

Felix would have to keep running, into the dark trees on the other side (4). 

1. Can the darkness be a symbol for something important to the story? If so, what do you think? 

2. Felix is running to the ‘other side.’ What does that mean? 

3. Where is the other side? 

4. What is on the other side? 

 

While he had seen pictures of forests, rivers, and mountains in books, he had never seen a forest, river, 

or mountain in real life (8). 

1.  Do you find this statement to be surprising? 

2. The opening page reads, “Felix woke up in the woods…He was lying on dry, rust colored pine 

needles…There were tall, thin trees all around him” (1). If Felix had never actually seen a forest, 

where did the experience in the first chapter come from? 

3. Could the forest land be considered the ‘other side’? 

4. What about the words ‘real life’? Is Felix’s forest land ‘real life’? 

 

But he didn’t mind anything that happened while he was awake. Because when he was asleep, he had 

bad dreams (12). 

1. Describe Felix’s family life.  

a. What is his mother like? 

b. What is his father like? 

c. What is ‘The Project’? 

d. Are they a happy family? 
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2. Describe Felix’s babysitter, Mrs. Nowak. 

a. Does she like Felix? 

b. Does Felix like her? 

c. Could the Halloween smell of Mrs. Nowak’s apartment be a metaphor for something 

happening in the story? 

3. Describe Felix’s school life. 

4. Does Felix have any fears? Worries? 

 

He was proud of himself for planning ahead (13). 

1. What did Felix do to plan ahead? 

2. Felix seems to be learning dream-land survival skills, of sorts.  

a. Does he seem overly fearful about this? 

b. Is he cautious? 

c. Concerned? 

3. How would you be reacting to entering the dream land if you were Felix? 

 

He had an idea. He would draw a map of the land where he went in his dreams (23). 

1. Can you think of ways that, by drawing the dream land in class, Felix has invited trouble into his 

real life? 

2. How have things changed since he drew the picture of the dream land? 

3. How does Felix change as he is drawing the picture? 

4. What about Chase? 

a. Who is he? What is he like? 

b. Do you like him? 

5. What bad thing does Chase do? 

6. How did Felix respond? 

7. Isn’t it interesting that, when Felix told his father about the monsters, his father said, “Well, you 

need to chase those monsters with good thoughts” (27). Discuss the metaphor. 
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Similes and Metaphors  
 

Similes and metaphors are ‘figures of speech’ that help create pictures in the reader’s mind by 

using words in an imaginative way. 

Similes compare things that are not similar through the use of the words ‘like’ or ‘as’.  Consider 

the use of the word ‘quicksilver’ in the line, “He glimpsed something, fast as quicksilver – curly 

horns, scaly hide, spiky tail – and then it was gone again (3).” Quicksilver is element on the 

periodic table – mercury – with a consistency similar to liquid metal. If something is ‘fast as 

quicksilver’ it is it slinky, unpredictable, silvery, and slick. The use of this simile paints a vivid 

word picture of Felix’s first impression of the monsters in the dream land. Those monsters 

moved fast! 

Metaphors are figures of speech that use implied comparisons, or symbolic hints, of different 

things without using ‘like’ or ‘as’.   

For example, the literal use of the word ‘planted’ in the phrase “These roses are planted in 

good soil” corresponds with exactly what the definition of the word. The roses are literally 

planted in the ground. However, an example of the use of the same word as a metaphor would 

be, “A man’s feet must be planted in his country, but his eyes should survey the world (George 

Santana).”  As a metaphor, the word ‘planted’ is symbolic of the suggestion that a man should 

stand in one place, rather than bury his feet in soil and hope to sprout rose buds. 

Keir Graff, the author, used similes and metaphors throughout the story to create an dark, 

eerie, suspenseful, and sometimes a little creepy cross-over between two worlds. Read closely 

to see if you can find them! 

And, for some more figurative language fun, complete the crossword puzzle on the next page! 

Enjoy! 
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Similes and Metaphors – A Crossword Puzzle 
    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Across 

3. Food for ________. 
6. ______ up all kinds of emotions. 
8. As straight as an ________. 
10. Life in the _________. 
11. ______ of my eye. 
13. As fresh as a ________. 
14. A _______ of snow fell through the night. 

Down 
1. As stiff as a ________. 
2. As _______ as an owl. 
4. As slow as a ________. 
5. ________ mad. 
7. As white as a _________. 
9. As big as an _________. 
12. Keep your eyes _________. 
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Discussion Questions for Chapters 5 through 8 
 

 

 

Felix looked at the boy, flabbergasted. The boy had orange hair and fair skin like Felix…From the tuft 

of hair sticking up on the back of his head to the small white scar on his lip, the boy looked in every 

way just like Felix (31). 

1. While the boys share identical physical features, their personalities differ tremendously. 

a. Compare the two boys named Felix. In what ways are they the same? 

b. Contrast the two boys named Felix. In what ways are they different? 

2. Felix recognized the tune the other boy was whistling as “Over the Rainbow”. 

a. Think about the lyrics of this song, in particular the line, “There’s a land that I heard of 

once in a lullaby.” 

b. What kind of land can be found over the rainbow? 

c. Is there any similarity between the land in the song and Felix’s dream land? 

d. Is the song a metaphor for Felix’s dream land? How so? 

3. In the dream land, who is in control? 

 

A sharp black thorn tugged at his sleeve…Dark red blood oozed from a deep puncture. Felix blinked 

back tears (33). 

1. When you dream, do you feel pain?  

[Felix] couldn’t keep his balance standing up, so he knelt down on the logs. His pants got wet, and his 

knees got knocked, but he didn’t think he would fall in the water (36). 

2. Have you ever had an experience like this in a dream – splashing water and knocking knees? 

The sandwich was peanut butter and jelly on soft brown bread with potato chips smooshed into it. It 

was delicious. Felix ate it hungrily (39). 

3. The delicious details of the sandwich and Felix’s hunger seem very realistic. Are details like these 

as vivid in your dreams? 

4. Is the dream land real? 

5. If so, then is the real-life a dream? 
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“Monsters can go anywhere,” said the Other Felix (37). 

1. Are the monsters the Other Felix is referring to limited to the dream land? 

2. Are there monsters in the real-world?  

3. If so, where are they? 

4. What are they? 

5. Who are they? 

 

“Felix took it,” said Chase. “I didn’t want to say anything, but he did. I saw him take it after school” 

(43). 

1. Explain what has happened in this scene. 

2. Did Felix take the calculator or did Chase? Are you sure? 

3. Do you find this scene somewhat unbelievable? Something like a dream? 

4. Is Chase a monster? 

5. Is Felix? 

 

“Nobody knows exactly what happens to people after they die,” said his mother. “But they live in our 

thoughts. And in our dreams” (50). 

1. If what she is saying is true, could the Other Felix be dead? 

2. Why do you think Felix is asking his mother questions such as this? 

 

His stomach growled like a little monster (56). 

1. Is Felix changing somehow? 

2. Is the dream-land version of Felix becoming more real? 

3. Is the real-life Felix becoming more like a dream? 

 

The Other Felix had never seen a high-rise, or even a car. The Other Felix didn’t have a family. And he 

definitely didn’t go to school (58). 

1. Though both boys look exactly alike, they are opposite from each other in many ways. Discuss 

the differences and similarities between the two with regard to: 

a. Experiences 

b. Family 

c. Character 

d. Fears 

2. Which Felix is real? 
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Discussion Questions for Chapters 9 through 12 

  

  

 

“I won’t even ask,” she said.                                                                                                                                   
Felix wanted her to ask, even though he knew she wouldn’t believe what he told her (60). 

1. Why does Felix want his mother to ask about his muddy slippers? 
2. Do you think Felix feels invisible to his mother? His father? 
3. Could his parents be preoccupied with other things? Too busy for Felix? 
4. If so, is his why Felix has created a dream land?  
5. Or, do you believe that the dream land is real? 

 

When *Felix+ read aloud, he didn’t sound like the good reader he knew he really was. He made 
mistakes. He read too fast. The characters, who sounded so real in his head, all sounded like a kid 
named Felix (61).  

1. What is happening to Felix? Is he changing? 
2. Who is the ‘kid named Felix’? Him? The Other Felix? 
3. Is he beginning to lose control? 

 

The door opened again and Miss Olu came out, holding Felix’s backpack. She unzipped it and looked 
inside. Then she reached in and pulled out the calculator (65). 

1. Can you explain how the calculator got into Felix’s backpack? 
2. Do you think there is a chance that Felix actually did steal the calculator? 
3. Why is Chase intimidating Felix? What is his motive? 
4. How are Felix and Chase similar? 
5. How are they different? 
6. Why do you think this is happening to Felix?  

 

Felix wasn’t afraid of going to sleep anymore (66). 

“It’s okay,” said Felix. “But I like it here better” (71). 

1. Why do you think Felix is no longer afraid of entering the dream world? 
2. Why does he like it better than the real-world? 
3. What has changed for him in the real-world? 
4. What has changed in the dream world? 
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“You’ll get better if you practice,” said the Other Felix. “Bows aren’t any good against monsters 
anyway” (74). 
 

1. When someone practices something, like shooting arrows with a bow, their confidence grows as 
their skills develop. The more practice, the more confidence is developed. Can you think of an 
area in Felix’s life where he could use more confidence? An area where some skills need 
developing? 

2. If bows aren’t any good against monsters, what is?  
3. How does a person fight against monsters in the dream world? In the real world? 
4. If fighting against them with weapons doesn’t work, what does? 

 

“When someone does something bad to you, are you allowed to do something bad to them? (77)” 

1. What do you think? Should Felix be able to do something bad back to Chase? 
2. Would you, if you were Felix? 
3. Does doing something bad back solve anything? Make things better? Make things worse? 
4. In this case, would a bow be any good against this monster? 
5. Are there other ways to combat real-life monsters? 

 

“What’s happening?” asked Felix. “Why don’t you fight them?”                                                                            
“I can’t,” said the Other Felix. “Something’s wrong.” 

Felix looked at his friend and saw something that scared him more than the monster did. The Other 
Felix was scared, too (86). 

1. Why do you think the Other Felix is losing his dominance over the monsters? 
2. Is there anything that has happened in the real-world that could cause a change such as this in 

Felix or the Other Felix? 
3. At first, the Other Felix was so confident and secure that Felix felt safe in the dream land. Now 

both boys are feeling the same emotion – fear. They are now on equal ground, in a way. How 
did this happen?  

4. Now that the boys are in the same emotional spot, do you think that they might switch 
emotional places? That Felix might become the brave one?  

5. Will they become equals and work to combat the monsters together? 
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Discussion Questions for Chapters 13 through 18 
 

 

 

If it’s only a dream, wondered Felix, then what am I afraid of (90)? 

1. What is Felix afraid of? 
a. In the dream world? 
b. In the real-world? 

2. How can Felix gain control of his fears? 
3. Are his fears something that he can gain control of? 
4. Are fears real?  
5. Can they be overcome? 
6. If so, how? 

 

Felix screamed and picked up his bow. He knew it was useless but he wouldn’t let the monsters win 
without a fight (91). 

1. Though he knows that monsters can’t be beat with a bow, he still tries. What does this action 
tell you about Felix’s changed character? 

2. Can fighting monsters in the dream world be a metaphor, or a symbol, for fighting monsters in 
the real world? 

3. What does the line ‘wouldn’t let the monsters win without a fight’ suggest with regard to Felix 
facing his fears? 

 

“Then show me how to fight the monsters,” he said (94). 

1. Which monsters is Felix referring to? 
2. Are all monsters the same, in some way? 
3. What does it take to fight monsters?  
4. How do you think the Other Felix will help Felix prepare for battle? 
5. Do you think Felix can succeed? 

 

[Miss Olu’s+ phone looked funny, like a doll’s phone, and it played a song when it rang: “Over the 
Rainbow” (97). 

1. Can you think of another time in the story when this song was referenced? 
2. Do you think Miss Olu might have something to do with the dream world? How so? 
3. Do you think Miss Olu might have something to do with Felix’s willingness to face his fears? How 

so? 
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“Do you really want to fight the monsters, or do you just want to get away from them” (100)? 

1. This is a very important question. What do you think Felix’s answer may be? 
2. How would you answer this question, if you were Felix? 
3. What’s the difference between ‘fighting the monsters’ and merely ‘getting away from them’? 
4. Which monsters is the Other Felix referring to? 
5. Could the dream world monsters be a metaphor for the real-life monsters? How so? 
6. What about you? Do you have worries or fears in your life? Do you want to fight them, or just 

get away from them? 

 

“…But you have something that makes you more powerful than they are.” 

“Happiness is more powerful than unhappiness,” said the Other Felix. “Do you think the monsters are 
happy here” (110)? 

1. Is happiness a power? A weapon to be used against evil? 
2. Do you think monsters, in the dream or real-world, are happy?  
3. How can happiness be a weapon, of sorts? Explain your answer. 
4. What about Chase? Is he happy? 

 

But, suddenly, he felt something: he felt the sadness of living in a dark cave in a lonely land. Of being 
ugly and  huge and clumsy…He felt the monster’s terrible anger at the kid in front of him – a kid with 
the courage to simply stand and to look (111). 

1. Does it take courage to stand still and face one’s fears?  
2. To feel the horrible anger of an enemy without reacting in fear or hate?  
3. Could Felix be experiencing a feeling of compassion for his enemy? The monster? 
4. What can be learned from Felix’s response to the monster in this scene? Can the lesson be 

transferred to Felix’s real-world? To your real-world? 

 

He didn’t use the word steal when he thought about it because he knew she would get the phone back 
in the end (118). 

1. Describe Felix’s plan to frame Chase with Miss Olu’s phone.  
2. Do you think he did the right thing? An honorable thing? 
3. Was hiding Miss Olu’s phone in Chase’s desk an act of courage? How so? 
4. Did Felix fight a monster or just get away from one when he took Miss Olu’s phone and hid it in 

Chase’s desk?  
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A Two-Worlds Diamante 
 

A diamante poem is study of contrasts, of opposites – much like Felix and the Other Felix. It is a seven line 

poem written in the shape of a diamond, each line using specific types of words. It serves as a great way 

to focus on parts of speech, as well as effective word choice. Diamantes are easy to write and lots of fun 

to perform.  

INSTRUCTIONS: 

 To begin, print two Word Study Charts (found on page  16).  

o Discuss the various contrasting characters and settings in The Other Felix. Focus on how 

completely opposite things are depicted in the book. 

 The dream world and the real world 

 Felix and the Other Felix 

 Chase and Felix 

 Miss Olu and Mrs. Nowak 

 Chase and Archie 

o Using one Word Study Chart for each contrasting topic, list as many nouns, verbs, 

adverbs, and adjectives as possible for each. These words will be used to create your 

Two Words Diamantes. 

 For example: The Dream World 

 Nouns – monsters, trees, rivers, thorns, bows, arrows, shadows, etc. 

 Verbs – running, sleeping, eating, hiding, bleeding, etc. 

 Adjectives – scary, dark, cold, chilly, frightening, shocking, etc. 

 Feel free to use a dictionary or thesaurus as references. 

 Afterwards, tell the students that they are about to write a ‘form poem’ about contrasts, about 

two things that are completely different, total opposites such as: night/day, bird/fish, 

airplane/car, etc. There are specific rules to the diamante structure, like they are putting 

together a poem puzzle. One very important rule is that they may not repeat any words.  

 Write a practice diamante together on the board. For example: 

Day                                                                                                                                                                                         

bright, sunny                                                                                                                                                                  

laughing, walking, running                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

shoes, socks, slippers, pajamas                                                                                                                         

snoring, sleeping, dreaming                                                                                                                                               

quiet, restful                                                                                                                                                                          

Night 
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 The first line is one word, and it is the topic of the poem. It can be a singular or plural noun. The 
7th line is also one word, and either a singular or plural noun. The 1st and 7th lines should be in 
contrast with one another. 

 The second line is made up of two adjectives that describe the noun from the first line. 
 The 3rd line is three –ing verbs, or active verbs, that tell actions associated with the noun on the 

first line. 
 The 4th line is the longest line and the turning point of the poem. This line has four more nouns. 

The first two nouns are associated with the noun on the first line. The second pair of nouns are 
associated with the noun from the 7th line. 

 The 5th line is three –ing verbs, or active verbs, that tell actions associated with the noun on the 
7th line. 

 The 6th line has two adjectives that describe the noun on the 7th line. 
 The 7th line is a singular or plural noun that contrasts with the one from the last line. 

 

WRAP UP: Have the students read their diamantes aloud. Have them dramatically emphasize their 

words on the 4th line, setting up the contrast for their poem. Reading aloud with specific intent helps to 

build confidence when performing in public.   

FINAL THOUGHTS: This lesson serves as a fabulous community builder.  Allow the kids to partner up to 

and work together as a team. They love to help one another brainstorm to find just the right word. Two 

heads are better than one! 
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A Two-Worlds Word Study Chart 
 

                 Nouns        Active Verbs     Adjectives 
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A Two-Worlds Diamante 
 

 

__________________________ 

Noun 

 

_____________________________    ______________________________ 

Adjective      Adjective 

 

__________________________   _____________________   ______________________  

Active verb   Active verb      Active verb     

 

 

_________________   __________________          _________________     _______________ 

Noun    Noun     Noun  Noun 

 

 

__________________________   _____________________   ______________________  

Active verb   Active verb      Active verb     

 

 

_____________________________   ______________________________ 

Adjective   Adjective 

 

__________________________ 

Noun   
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Discussion Questions for Chapters 19 through 21 
 

 

 

“I want to go because I think it would be fun. It’s lonely being here by myself” (121). 

1. Felix was once quite frightened in the dream world, and now he says that camping there would 

be fun. What has changed?  

2. Felix seems to be more interested in being friendly than the Other Felix does. What has changed 

in their relationship? 

3. Do you think that Felix is lonely in the real-world, too?  

4. Is there any difference the type of loneliness Felix might experience between both worlds? 

 

The Other Felix kept turning until he was facing back down the trail, toward Felix. Suddenly, he raised 

his bow and pulled the sting taut – with an arrow pointed right at Felix’s head (123). 

1. Who is the monster now? 

2. Who is the friend? 

3. Why would the Other Felix do something as cruel as this? 

4. Is the Other Felix unhappy? Lonely? Jealous? 

 

“It’s not my job to hold your hand while you get ready in the morning! The alarm goes off, you get up! 

You get dressed, you eat breakfast!...Chase? Chase? Look at me! (127)” 

1. What has this scene taught Felix about Chase’s home life? 

2. Is Chase unhappy at home? 

3. Could his unhappiness be part of the reason why Chase is mean to Felix? 

4. Why would being hateful to Felix make Chase feel better about his home life? 

5. How does Felix feel when he sees Chase’s father shouting at his son? 

6. Have you ever witnessed something like this? If so, how did you feel? What did you do? 

 

Then, suddenly, a song began to play: “Over the Rainbow.” It wasn’t just the notes of the song, the 

way many phone rang. It was a woman’s voice singing (132). 

1. Chase has been caught with Miss Olu’s phone. He will be blamed for stealing it. Felix’s plan to 

frame Chase has worked perfectly, or has it? 
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2. Why isn’t Felix secretly glad that Chase will be blamed for stealing the phone? What has 

changed? 

3. Who is the monster in this scene? Chase or Felix? 

4. Do you think setting up Chase in this way was right thing for Felix to do? 

5. Do you think the song choice – Over the Rainbow – is a symbol for something? A metaphor, of 

sorts? Explain your answer. 

 

“They really are afraid of me,” he said, wonderingly (137). 

1. Why are the monsters afraid of Felix now? 

2. Do you think their fear has anything to do with Felix’s getting even with Chase? 

3. Are the two worlds connecting, somehow? 

4. Is Felix gaining control of fear in both worlds? Gaining control of his loneliness? 

 

“Of course it hurts them,” said the Other Felix. “I want to hurt them. Don’t you think they wanted to 

hurt me, all those times? Don’t you think they wanted to hurt you? (143)” 

1. How do the Other Felix’s words mirror what Felix has done to Chase? Hurt someone because 

they have hurt you? Get even? 

2. How does this scene relate to the question Felix asked earlier, “When someone does something 
bad to you, are you allowed to do something bad to them? (77)” 

3. Hurting someone back is called retaliation. Do you think retaliation is ever a good idea? 

4. Have you ever want to retaliate against someone? Did you do it? If so, how did it feel? 

 

The Other Felix smiled. His smile was strange. Felix hadn’t looked in a mirror lately, but he decided 

that the Other Felix didn’t really look at all much like him, after all (144). 

1. At this point in the story, compare Felix and the Other Felix. In what ways are they the same? 

2. At this point in to story, contrast the two boys. In what ways are they different? 

3. While comparing and contrasting the two, discuss their similarities and differences with regard 

to the following topics: 

a. Compassion 

b. Kindness 

c. Cruelty 

d. Happiness 

e. Anger 

f. Hope 

g. Love 

h. Joy 
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Discussion Questions for Chapters 22 through 26 

  

 

“You can’t be on the side of the monsters,” said the Other Felix. “That makes you a monster. And I 

fight monsters’ (147). 

1. Is this logic true? If a person treats an enemy, or a monster, with kindness does that make that 

person become an enemy, too?  

2. Is it ever possible to stop fighting one another? 

3. If so, what can be done to make the fighting stop? 

 

“I’m sorry,” said the Other Felix.                                                                                                                                

“I know,” said Felix.                                                                                                                                                            

“I didn’t really want to hurt you. I just never had a friend.”                                                                                         

“Me neither” (150). 

1. Do you think that having friends and being a friend can, sometimes, be a complicated thing? 

2. Have you ever said something or done something to a friend that you wish you hadn’t done? 

3. Do we sometimes accidentally make mistakes in friendships? 

4. How can the mistakes be fixed? 

5. How can friendships be mended? 

 

You are a bad influence because you are unfriendly (153). 

1. If someone has influence over others, that person has power, control, and acts as a leader in 

certain situations. Miss Olu told Chase and Felix that they are bad influences on the other 

students. What do you think about her accusation? Is she correct? 

2. Can someone be a bad influence by withholding something from others – something like 

kindness? Respect? Friendship?  

 

“My dad’s really busy,” said Chase. “And my mom’s sick. He gets stressed out.”                                         
“Yeah, my dad’s really busy, too,” said Felix. “He’s definitely stressed out” (157). 

1. So, Chase and Felix do have something in common. What is it? 
2. How is Felix improving his influence by talking with Chase in this way? 
3. Is he no longer fighting the monster in Chase?  
4. Is he standing firm? Befriending? 
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“They’re not always stupid. Sometimes they’re cool.”                                                                             
“Depends on the monster,” agreed Felix (158). 

1. What do you think Chase meant when he told Felix that sometimes monsters are cool? 
2. Do you think Chase saw Felix as a monster? Someone to be afraid of? Someone he would be 

forced to fight? 
3. What did Felix mean when he said that it depends on the monster? That monsters are stupid or 

cool? 
4. What you do think is going to happen between these two boys? Will they remain enemies? 

Learn to get along with each other? Or will they eventually become friends? 

 

“Dreaming is good,” said his mother. “Even when dreams are confusing to us, they help our brains 
make sense of everything that’s happening in our lives” (160).  

1. Have Felix’s dreams been good for him? 
2. Has he learned to make sense of everything that’s been going on in his life? How so? 
3. Were his dreams real or fantasy? 
4. Do your dreams feel real sometimes? 
5. Do they help you figure out things that are happening in your life? 

 

Felix began rising, too. He rose higher and higher in the air and the monsters grew smaller and 
smaller. The Other Felix became a dot, then a speck, then disappeared into a cloud of dust (164). 

1. How does this scene mirror Felix’s mother’s words, that dreams help “make sense of everything 
that’s happening in our lives”? 

2. Felix is rising high above his worries. Is this a symbol, or metaphor, for his dream world/real-life 
journey? How so? 

 

His father squeezed back. “You know how to fight monsters?”                                                                          
Felix nodded. “It’s not as hard as it sounds. And I can show you how to do it, too” (169). 

1. Do you think Felix can help his father fight monsters? 
2. What kind of monsters is Felix referring to? What his father is referring to? 
3. What monster fighting secrets will he share with his father? 
4. What monster fighting secrets would you share with his father? With others in your life? 
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Two-World Recession Pictures 
 

In the book, the illustrations between the chapter breaks are intriguing, mood-setting, hence adding a 

great deal of understanding and depth to the reading experience. Readers can easily duplicate the 

fascinating scenery through the creation of a Recession Picture.  The artistic technique of recession is 

obtained by placing light colors in the background and dark shades in the foreground.  And it is fun and 

easy to do! 

Materials: 

 A variety of shades of construction paper 

 Glue 

 Scissors 

 Stiff backing divided in half (to represent both worlds)  

Technique: 

 Using the subject of a city skyline, begin cutting a number of dramatic skylines including towers, 

chimneys, domes, and cranes from all shades of colored paper. 

 On half of the stiff backing paper, start with the lightest tint                                                                       

at the top of the paper to suggest far distance, and work                                                                

forward to the darkest shade to suggest the near foreground.  

 

 On the other half of the stiff backing paper repeat the same  

process by cutting out various shades and shapes of trees.                                                                

Arrange them following the identical technique – from                                                                         

light to dark, thus creating Felix’s dream world. 

 

 

 

 Maybe add a monster or two for effect. 

 

Sweet dreams! 
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Two-World Crossword Puzzle Answer Guide 
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